Drunvalo Melchizedek’s
Awakening the Illuminated Heart® Workshop
(Facilitated by Phil Laing)

July 7th – July 10th, 2022

9AM - 6PM each day

Laguna Woods, CA
"One of the most powerful and worthwhile workshops I have ever been to. I highly recommend it!" ~Diana T
"This was a fascinating and informative presentation by Phil Laing!!Thank you again." ~Ann P.

Brief Course Topics and Benefits:











The practice for experiencing that you and God are One
How to create the human halo
How to bring the brain (ego) back in subservience to the heart (spirit)
Generating the permanent MerKaBa field from the heart
Using dreams and imagery to manifest non-polarized creations
The process for opening the 3rd eye
Learn the powerful Unity Breath Meditation
The pineal beams of light and how to activate them
The process to move your Spirit to different parts of the body
A new approach to the MerKaBa

You Will Additionally Experience:














The necessity to connect with Mother Earth and Father Sky (God)
Sacred geometry in our spiritual anatomy and its uses in ascension
The experience of Divine Love and its ability to heal and forgive totally
The MerKaBa: it’s characteristics, programming and practical uses
The workshop methods and their signs of attainment
The nature of illusion and duality and how to transcend it
Consciousness and how Creation came out of the Void
Development of subtle energy perception
Seeing life through the eyes of the heart in daily life
The healing of emotional pain and how to do it
The role of the tongue in higher consciousness
The difference between Mind-based creation and Heart-based creation.
Generating alpha brain waves and using the internal chakras of the brain

LOCATION
HeartSpace at Laguna Health & Wellness
24351 Moulton Pkwy, Laguna Woods, CA
92637
(530) 386-3983 (Phil Laing)
REGISTRATION
Pre-registration required!
Deadline to apply: June 25, 2022
Registration by PayPal: $444
(Registration at Laguna Woods: $444)
There is also a $14.99 fee to join School of
Remembering for this workshop.
Sign up at:
https://theschoolofremembering.com/works
hop/atih/detail/6791
Credit Cards via PayPal:
Use PayPal.Me/donation2revphil for the
recipient address. Or call facilitator for
directions.
PLEASE NOTE:
There is a deadline to register, June 25th.
Bring a sacred object(s) for the altar.
Seating is limited to 16 only. Highly
recommended to read “The Ancient Secret
of the Flower of Life Vol. 1 and 2”, and
“Living in the Heart“ prior to attending this
event.
FACILITATED BY:
Phil Laing
Certified teacher for Drunvalo
Melchizedek’s School of Remembering®.

Philip Laing is an authorized teacher of Drunvalo Melchizedek’s new workshop, Awakening the Illuminated Heart®.
In the Awakening the Illuminated Heart® workshop, additional information and new discoveries that previously were not
included in the original Flower of Life material are introduced in a direct and powerfully experiential way.
The purpose of the workshop is to give the participant knowledge and tools that will prepare them for the process some call the
Ascension or the Great Shift. In this evolutionary jump in human consciousness, knowledge alone will not allow us to make this
jump personally or collectively. One must begin to remember their true nature, beyond the ego and beyond the illusory world of
form.
Therefore, in a step by step journey, we introduce concepts that are then practiced through successive, fun and experiential
exercises through one’s feeling self, not through the intellect of the mind alone. The simple procedures that are followed allow
an inner shift to occur that enables a vibratory reconnection, not only to their own heart, but the heart of Mother Earth and
heart of Creation as well. Information will be discussed and shown that explains why we must be in vibrational alignment with
the Earth as she makes her Great Shift to a new way of being. Are you ready to experience who you REALLY are?

More information: (530) 386-3983 or www.formlessandtrue.com

